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Financial Benefits of VSBK

FINANCIAL DRIVERS

The VSBK is the most energy efficient methodology for coal firing
energy through the reduced use of coal consumption will have a

damaging Green House Gas (GHG) emissions. The added benefit is

consumption of all buildings that are constructed with VSBK bricks.

Clay Bricks known to man. The reduction in

commensurate reduction of environmentally
the overall reduction in the life cycle energy

Not only will brick makers be able to make a positive impact on the Embodied Energy of their Clay Bricks through
the implementation of the VSBK but they will also see improvements in their cost of production. Each of the
financial drivers highlighted below will contribute to the reduction in production cost. The reductions experienced
will be a function of each manufacturer's individual circumstances with overall reductions being achieved between
fi-30% of direct production costs.

EXPECTED RESULTS

lndications of financial improvements are based on actual results being achieved in countries in the lndian Sub-
Continent coupled with estimations of those expected to be achieved under local South African production
conditions:

. Reduced Energy Consumption: Anticipate a 50% reduction in coal consumption (Early indications are
very positive). Higher ratio of internal vs. external fuel further lowers firing costs

. Breakage Reduction: ln VSBK Kiln breakage is estimated at2-3%

o Labour Efficiency: No clamp floor setting or casing required in the production process

o Reduced Handling: No handling of casing and kiln floor bricks

CONSIDERATIONS WHEN CALCU LATING SAVINGS

Calculating the percentage savings must be done on
a pure input cost basis only. Do not take indirect
production costs or overhead costs into account as

these n u m be rs a re depende nt on each
manufacturer's business structure. The layout of the
operation, level of automation as well as the ratio of
internal to external fuel will all play a significant role
in calculating the overall savings. Staffing costs as

we ll the sh ift mecha n ism adopted by the
manufacturer will also have a direct influence on the
savings ca lcu lation.
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lntroduction to

Funding of VSBK

FUN DING CONSIDERATIONS

Clamp operations do not require capital funding and rely purely on an increase or decrease of employed working
capital to fund work in progress. Making the decision to move to a continuous manufacturing process will
necessitate the use of a more modern technology and will require capital expenditure. lnvesting in the VSBK will
provide a low capital outlay relative to other continuous process technologies with greater energy reduction
benefits due to the high energy efficiencies inherent in the design.

Capital and Energy Cost Comparison for 4 million bricks per month
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CALCU TATING FUNDING REQU IREM ENTS

The required manufacturing capacity will be the primary driver for each facility with the specific funding required to
be determined by the following key drivers:

Layout of the specific plant
Level of automation defined by the Brick manufacturer
Current facilities that can be leveraged during the construction phase
Customization of the design
Peripheral infrastructure as per manufacturer

PAYBACK PERIODS ARE DEPENDENT ON PROJECT CAPITAL SPEND AND COST SAVINGS

Example of a project payback graph based on a specific brickyard's capital output and savings:

Cxmul*tive Cash Fl*tu Contributions to savings
. Firing energy reduction of 50%
. Breakage reductio IS-IO%
o Handling reduction of non saleable product

o construction time and production stabilization
lmpacts on the start of the cost savings

o CDM registration and carbon credits will
shorten the payback time

Payback period will vary according to individual
bric ya rd in puts a nd actua I savings

Vertical Shaft Brick Kiln
SA-VSBK Project
office 80B, 107 Nicolson Street rel: +27 (0)21 346 sLoz
Brooklyn, Pretoria 0181, south Africa Fax: +27 (0)21 346 5106
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info@ sa-vs bk. org
www.sa-vsbk.org


